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Overview of presentationOverview of presentation

�� ProjectProject

�� Design of driving agentDesign of driving agent

�� Implementation in prototype simulatorImplementation in prototype simulator

�� Results, conclusions and future workResults, conclusions and future work
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�� Goals:Goals:
1. Perform reasoning from local viewpoint1. Perform reasoning from local viewpoint
2. Investigate interaction between drivers2. Investigate interaction between drivers
3. Create flexible and realistic traffic simulator3. Create flexible and realistic traffic simulator

�� Used Used tacticaltactical--level level reasoningreasoning

ProjectProject

�� Create intelligent agent with humanCreate intelligent agent with human--like like 
driving behaviordriving behavior
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Design: driving agentDesign: driving agent

�� Perform humanPerform human--like tactical drivinglike tactical driving

�� RealReal--time control of vehicletime control of vehicle

�� Expandable and flexible functionalityExpandable and flexible functionality
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�� Decided to create new prototype Decided to create new prototype 
simulation programsimulation program

ImplementationImplementation: simulator: simulator

�� TimeTime--oriented simulatororiented simulator

�� Kinematic Kinematic 2D motion model2D motion model
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Implementation: simulatorImplementation: simulator
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Implementation: agentImplementation: agent
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Implementation: agent’s rulesImplementation: agent’s rules

�� BehaviorBehavior rules are directly coded into the rules are directly coded into the 
program for fast performanceprogram for fast performance

example:  example:  IfIf (agent speed < preferred speed)(agent speed < preferred speed)
thenthen Accelerate (normal)Accelerate (normal)
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Implementation: exampleImplementation: example
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ResultsResults

�� Simulation prototype withSimulation prototype with

�� Up to 40 vehicles (agents) in realUp to 40 vehicles (agents) in real--timetime

�� HumanHuman--like driving behaviorlike driving behavior

�� Interaction between driversInteraction between drivers
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� Advantages agentAdvantages agent--based simulationbased simulation
•• increased realismincreased realism
•• allows more flexibilityallows more flexibility
•• distributed processing possibledistributed processing possible

�� DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• increase computational loadincrease computational load
•• many parameters, more difficult validationmany parameters, more difficult validation
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Future workFuture work

�� Expand simulator and agent functionalityExpand simulator and agent functionality

�� Use distributed approach (more agents)Use distributed approach (more agents)

�� NanoscopicNanoscopic simulationsimulation

�� Use agent model to control real vehiclesUse agent model to control real vehicles

More info atMore info at
http://www.http://www.kbskbs..twitwi..tudelfttudelft..nlnl/People/Staff/P.A.M.Ehlert//People/Staff/P.A.M.Ehlert/aiai/project_IDA.html/project_IDA.html


